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J. Robbins is '59 May Queen
Court Committee are Picked

The annual May Day Pageant, to be held on May 9 this year, will feature the election of the May Queen and her attendants. The Pageant, which is one of the most anticipated events of the year, is organized by the campus-wide Student Volunteer Movement. The election of the May Queen and her court is a significant event that marks the celebration of spring and the transition of leadership within the student body.

Juniors who wish to try out for any dance may do so on Monday, April 10, in the new gym. There will be opportunities for girls, boys, and couples. The eligibility requirements include being a junior or senior, and the dance team is open to all students.

BARBARA TUCKER

Juniors to Present Prom

On April 15 at Sunnyside Hall, Ursinus will present its first formal for the year. With the aid of a theme committee headed by Pauline Bower and Cindy Buchholz, the class chose an oriental theme, using elaborate bamboo and bamboo plants, bamboo sculptures, and bamboo lamps for the atmosphere. The student body is invited to attend this event.

‘59 Marked the 90th Anniversary of Its Charter

Annually, Ursinus marks the 90th anniversary of its charter. This year, the celebration of Ursinus's history will take place on February 19. As a part of the festivities, the college will host a special lecture and presentation to honor the contributions of the founders and early leaders of the institution.

Campus Chest Opens Annual Charity Drive

Goal Set for $16,000 This Year: Four Charities Are Represented; Dorm Representatives Appointed

From March 9 until March 20, the annual campus charity drive will be conducted. The drive is open to all members of the campus community, and it aims to raise funds for four worthy charities chosen. The organization's goal is to raise $16,000 this year. The participating charities are the Student Volunteer Movement, YM-YWCA, the Varsity Club, and the Student Volunteer Movement-Inter and Inter-Sober Councils, and the men and women day students.

Jackie Robbins

Dr. Helen Cam Should Apply for Forum

Men of the Junior Class who wish to be considered for membership in the Cabinet and key society 'tapping' which will take place May 9, are asked to submit their names by April 10. In addition, a note must be presented to the Dean of Men's Office by May 9.

MANAGER

Ursinus is most fortunate in having as its guest this Wednesday morning, Dr. Helen Cam, an authority on the history of the Ursinus Forum. She will address the Ursinus Forum on Women at Work at 8 p.m. in Bomberger. Dr. Cam is a dynamic person who combines great historical interest in the medieval period and the Renaissance and the analytical aspects of that time. She has done extensive research on the guilds and the role of women in these organizations for scholarly publications.

Jacqueline Wilson

All members of the new gym, those who wish to try out for any dance on Monday, April 10, in the new gym. There will be opportunities for girls, boys, and couples. The eligibility requirements include being a junior or senior, and the dance team is open to all students.

Babara Tucker

Ursinus Junior Par to Present Prom

On April 15 at Sunnyside Hall, Ursinus will present its first formal for the year. With the aid of a theme committee headed by Pauline Bower and Cindy Buchholz, the class chose an oriental theme, using elaborate bamboo and bamboo plants, bamboo sculptures, and bamboo lamps for the atmosphere. The student body is invited to attend this event.

The early beginnings of teaching on the campus of Ursinus College go back two centuries. In the fall of 1753, the college was founded as the forerunner of the Ursinus College.

Applications for Selective Service Test Are Ready

Applications for the Selective Service Test are ready immediately in the envelope section. Additional applications are available at the Registrar’s Office and in the YM-YWCA. The Selective Service Test is a six-hour examination that includes an essay on the historical and political aspects of the war.
COMPLIMENTARY COUPON
USE THIS COUPON TO OBTAIN 10% DISCOUNT ON HOUSEHOLD CHORES

10. $2.00 OFF NEXT CLEANING ORDER OVER $50
9. $1.00 OFF NEXT CLEANING ORDER OVER $35
8. $1.00 OFF NEXT CLEANING ORDER OVER $20
7. $0.50 OFF NEXT CLEANING ORDER OVER $10
6. FREE CLEANING OF 1 DOOR ON NEXT CLEANING ORDER OVER $20
5. FREE CLEANING OF 1 DOOR ON NEXT CLEANING ORDER OVER $10
4. FREE CLEANING OF 1 DOOR ON NEXT CLEANING ORDER OVER $5
3. FREE CLEANING OF 1 DOOR ON NEXT CLEANING ORDER
2. FREE CLEANING OF 1 DOOR ON NEXT CLEANING ORDER
1. FREE CLEANING OF 1 DOOR ON NEXT CLEANING ORDER
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Intramural Night
To Be Held
Tuesday, March 24

Intramural Night will be held Tuesday, March 24, in the new Gym. The final boxing and wrestling matches will be held at this time.

The semi-final matches will be held the previous week. Any one interested in competing in boxing or wrestling must (1) have a medical examination on file at the Health services, (2) sign up before March 18, and (3) make the cut-offs set up for.

Basketball Championship

Brodbeck II, champions of the A West, defeated Maple II champions of the B League, 39 to 28. However, the final score was closer than the score indicated and Brodbeck II was ahead with it in the last two minutes of the contest.

The final league standings were as follows:

League A

W Brodbeck II
W Brodbeck II
W Stine
Maple II

League B

W Ursinus College
W Ursinus College
W Ursinus College
W Ursinus College

Badminton Team Wins Third in Row

On Tuesday, Feb. 24, the girls’ badminton team played to win the third in a row. They defeated their opponents 5-2, extending their season record 3 wins. Encountering a more experienced team, their opponents lost more than their recent opponents but were still managed to push through without an Indian

Playing at first singles Carol Stoffel defended against Creating 11-9, 11-6. Carol LeCato kept her opponent from scoring a single point when she beat B. J. Jerry, 11-6. Jerry, at third, ran into a little more success with the doubles. After dropping the first game 11-4 she rallied off the play and won the next two matches from Ms. LeCato.

The semi-final return to the team after missing the first two matches due to illness, and her partner Jeanné LeCato and Jack Freeland were on the double teams successfully defeated the opposition winning 15-6, 15-4. 4-2.
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Religion in Life Week Presented

The Student Worship Commission of the YM-YWCA sponsored Religion in Life Week from Feb. 23 to 29. The theme of this week was "A Method (Discourse) for Finding Truth."

Various speakers highlighted the week, among which activities were a faculty debate, a lecture on scientific advancement, and informal student discussions. Participating in the faculty debate on Feb. 23, Dr. Ayer, Dr. Wagner, and Dr. Stahl considered the relationship of science and religion. Dr. Caspar acted as moderator of the debate.

On Feb. 24, Dr. Theodore B. Heterich lectured on the questions presented by student advancement. Dr. Heterich is chairman of the Department of Engineering at Haverford College.

Group discussions led by students culminated the activities on Feb. 23. Science students, Jerry Malik, Ted Clair, Carolyn Carpenter and Phyllis Lomonte, were aided in these discussions by outside resource persons who were experienced in the various areas of science.

Students began each morning of Religion in Life Week with a Morning Watch program. The topic of these morning programs was Prayer.

Charity Drive - President C. M. Schellhase is the sponsor of this with 16 points for Ursinus while a foster daughter of Pe terso n , third floor were aided in these at Haverford ment. Dr. Hetz el is chairman of Andy the Department of Engineering madness, Brodbeck; W! Lorentz, der, Dr. Wagner, and Dr. Stein ley; Judy Tomkins, first floor participation in the faculty Moore, first floor Paisley; Ba­

SATURDAY -

\textbf{DANCE AT SUNNYBROOK POTTS TOWN}

\textbf{S A T U R D A Y - M A R C H 1 4}

\textbf{THE BIG SHow OF 1959}

\textbf{English: SCANDAL MAGAZINE} 

\textbf{clinkish translation:} This magazine is put out by a bunch of troublemakers. Their other monthly offerings: a horror series (fearfully and sinisterly), and a fortune tellers' gazette (serioudly). Naturally, none carries a mention of the horror to the end. Who'd want Lucky Strike mixing with shad­crow? As for the scandal sheet, it's a smearsational which deserves not muchpublicity.

\textbf{Curtain Club Begins Tryouts For Spring Play} 

Tuesday evening, March 3, the Curtain Club received its season at Superhouse, the home of Dr. and Mrs. Donald Hoeffner. The speaker for the evening was Dr. Earl, professor of English, speaking on the topic, "Drama as Intellectual Challenge."

Tryouts will be held for the main role, the second floor Pickery: Conny Kell­ter, first floor Pickery: Conny, Main Cove of floor Pickery: Barbra, second floor Pickery: Laverne Joseph and Bob Hinz. The group is interested in acting in the play should be there on Monday. Previous acting experience is not necessary. People interested in doing costume work should also come Monday evening, March 3. The committee includes: make-up, staging, publicity, refreshments, costumes, properties and program. The parts available in the play are for eleven men and six women.

March 17 at p.m. in Bonkerger Chapel there will be two evening plays given free of admission charge.

\textbf{"Poor Aubrey"} 

Thursday evening, March 6, the Curtain Club presented a one-act comedy by George Kelly entitled "Poor Aubrey." The play was given for the Ursinus Circle Theatre. An interesting part of the show was the picketing room of Pickery Hall. The play's message was presented for the students body on March 17, in Bonkerger Chapel.

The cast of characters includes: Aubrey, Bob and Betty. Aubrey is played by Amy, Carolyn Dearnley as Mrs. Hall, Mrs. Hall. This domestic comedy of manners the Saturday Night Show, which conduces to Aubrey's toupee.

\textbf{CANTERBURY CLUB} 

The Canterbury Club presented a Poetry Study at 8 p.m., the Canterbury Club will hold its first meeting of the month. Cathy Harrison served as Master of Ceremonies at the meeting. Morgan and discus sex pressing this problem.

\textbf{Basketball} 

\textbf{(Continued from page 1)} 

nipped the nets for 12 points, 14 points to a bigger and bolder lead, J.H. Mculey added 6 points from the half and in all probability the score was 42-19. The Blue Jays began to play but had at the second half of the game from the lay off. But couldn't be bought. John Schumacher changed tactics and started to fast according to the white and the sudden change, the Blue Jays were nipped by 5 and beyond. The Bears now called time to try to organize the defense, yet couldn't meet the high scorers. Although Ursinus was defeated this time through the efforts of Wern­ton's forward climbing, there was no chance whatsoever for a win. In the first half play, Ursinus is the sound of the final buzzer, Wern­ton, which finally all the scoring, checking in 14 percent out of the point spread. Soon after Dewster blasted the net with a book shot, the game, the name scored, 82-60.

The Bears' Week was Be­rozen, not only the high scorer with 23 points, but also a second scorer. Mike Becker followed with 16 points. Bill Devore was high for Johns Hopkins with 22 points. Followed by Larry Becker with 12, Dick Motta with 8, and Shelley Weinner with 10.

\textbf{FOURUM} 

\textbf{(Continued from page 1937)}

Reynolds College, Cambridge was one of the largest in the world. Harvard teaching there from the 19th century. Commander of the Order of the British Empire, the Royal Historical Society (July 7, 1944-1948), and a fellow of the British Academy. Her writings include such books as "History of English and American Studies in the Hundred Rolls, The" and "The History of Liberty and Communities, and English and Elizabeth." Students are urged to attend their own personal desire as well as an outstanding scholar.

\textbf{Charter} 

\textbf{(Continued from page 1)} 

An effort is made to keep the enrollment divided by 50 per cent boys and girls. The plan for Ursinus College is based on what was described in the Ferrings Inaugural Address. "Order and Liberty and Dignity should be built on the old foundations. The future and the past have a new TWO."

\textbf{SOPH'S PRESENT DANCE} 

The Sophomore Clubs has announced its annual Spring Dance will be held on April 18. The dance will be held at the "Bon­she," and the setting is a beautiful Village. Bohemian style dress will be the dress of the night. For an evening of dancing and entertain­ment, the Colleton Club is in charge. Chairmen for the various committees are Anne Petersen, Mary Mooney, decorations and flowers. Eunice Spring and Sandy Mott, publicity. Larry Helft, photographer; Anthony Helft, publicity. Activity and entertainment.

\textbf{Drive carefully} 

\textbf{The life you save may be your own!}

Control your cash of a checking account. Protect your valuables in a lock box.

\textbf{Collegiality and National Bank} 

\textbf{NEED A HAIRCUT} 

\textbf{Claus} 

\textbf{Claus, Claude Jr.} 

\textbf{or Pete} 

\textbf{at 313 Main Street} 

\textbf{CLAUDE MOYER, Prop.}